Virtual Surveying the Mind of People Facing Climate Destroying.
Hope the Fundamental Assumption(HFA)
Let’s suppose naive assumptions,then people will consent with the action.
A:If possible,I wish not to be killed in coming climate worsened world.
B:If most of nation people patiently will act against climate,so also I will.
How to reveal real wishing with fear and hope by asking them ??.Let us suppose an
average-like person(?) with the hope{A,B}in the world.
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Following is manual on possible questions.
⑴Can you really feel climate worsening by yourself in recent years ?.
Yes→honest person→⑵, No→rather crooked person who is difficult in further asking→⑽.
⑵Can you agree 99% scientists consider global warming is caused from CO2 increasing.
While actual observed CO2 density data has monotonously been increasing,but not
decreasing at anytime in recent ear !, Then do you think climate would go more wild,or
not ?,or can you think you could be safe for ever in that coming time ?
No→probably not safe→⑶,
⑶Do you act something countering for it ?
Yes→very rare intellectual person →OK
No→average-like person with less climate knowledge→⑷
⑷Why don’t you act against climate ?.
No→It is the task of nation,then they may have done something nesessary ?!.→⑻
No→Everybody around me are none to do,thereby,action is of no effective,but in vain.→⑸
⑸Once again,.can you believe you could be safe at that coming time ?.
No→ Not safe,but I could do nothing,because anyone around me do nothing as me.→⑹
☞:This may be major conclusion for most of people.

⑹Do you really wish to be killed in climate worsened world ?. No→ I never wish. →⑺
⑺If most people around you shall act, do you follow them ?
If your nation order you to act,do you follow them ?
Yes →This may be major people’s answer.
No→ I could not follow, if the condition was too disadvantageous→⑼.
Conclusion-1:Everyone wish to survive,while massive neighbor never act,so there are
nothing to do.If massive neighbor will act,also anyone will follow.
Conclusion-2:Everyone wish to survive,so something decisive global ordering to act is
inevitable to trigger realizing actual saving.

⑻After all,nation at now could not save people.
Annual International Politician Meeting＝COP by United Nations Framework Convention on
Climate Change(UNFCCC)is substantially hypocrite hiding fatal Arctic Methane Risk.Also
allowing 2℃ rise would be fatal.Then rapid and drastic action is inevitable.
Just do NOT tell them the monster exists:The Arctic Methane Monster
http://arctic-news.blogspot.jp/2013/10/just-do-not-tell-them-the-monster-exists.html
2 Degrees of Warming a Recipe for Disaster, NASA Scientist Says
https://www.livescience.com/17340-agu-climate-sensitivity-nasa-hansen.html
That is,nations are doing climate countering by some degree,however those substantially
could not save the world.The most visible evidence is that actual observed CO2 density data
has monotonously been increasing,but not decreasing at anytime in recent ear !, By such
ways,we could not substantially be saved,but would be exterminated before long(～2040).
Thus can you know what is fact ? Yes →⑷,,No→⑽
⑼Majority Decision on the Supreme Problem of Do or Die for ALL.
At first, this is deadly problem of do or die for all,thereby,minor opinions are to be deleted to
accomplish benefit for major people.Above all,this is more than any wars in the past, by
which did not cause global extinction,while climate hell is to cause global extermination..
http://www.777true.net/Life-Assurance-by-National-Strategy-in-coming-climate-WAR-TIME.pdf

Thus can you agree ? Yes →⑺,,No→⑽
⑽Climate Collapse is Crime Conspired by Anti-the Cross.
This is dark story of well known EXXON-MOBIL the oil giant(Rockefeller the Emperor USA).
After all,their long years intervention on IPCC(international panel on Climate Change)had
crooked global policy for countering climate change.Note Rockefeller is boss of CIA-military
industry complex the reincarnated NAZIS in USA after the war.By them. Climate now has
become insidious global exterminating war for establishing secret Supremacist Ruling
(operation EndGame).Note global CIA ruling has supreme mind control technology.
http://www.777true.net/The-Rockefeller-File.pdf
Their strong influence(by carrot and whip)is wide to governments,journalism,academism,
industry and many orgs.Thereby there are many conscious and non-conscious agents
acting anti-climate.They are supremely idiot betrayers who has been entirely working to
cause own destruction.If you had questions,you should survey “Rockefeller with CIA”.
Thank to them,America has been substantially nation the anti-Cross.Note in conspiracy
world,matters becomes upside down to deceive people.For an example,Satan without
justice,truth,but with hatred can threat only those who follows Satan.

